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Editorial/ comment 

World must continue to pressure Taliban Dry BODes' 

H ow much effect can world criticism have 
on a government that treats many of its 
citizens barbarically? ' 

That's a question the latest edict' from 
Afghanistan's Taliban government raises. 

That brutal dictatorship of conservative 
Muslim clerics, which has been in place since 
the mid-1990s, last month ordered non-Muslims 
in Afghanistan wear to distinctive yellow patch
es of cloth on their clothing. 

Jewish organizations and governments in the 
Western world quickly and appropriately con
demned that move, likening it to Nazi orders to 
Jews to wear yellow Stars of David. 

Among other decrees the Taliban government 
has issued since gaining power in the 1990s, 
Afghan girls and women are banned from work
ing or attending schools, must wear' shroud-like 
veils and garments outside their homes, and are 
banned from driving. Some have been pictured 
begging in the streets to feed their children. 

Jan Goodwin, an awardwinning journalist and 
human rights activist, in 1998 also reported that 
young Muslim boys were authorized to use 

weapons and whips on women, if the boys 
decided they were breaking Muslim law. 

A spokesman for the Afghan Embassy in 
Washington, last week denied that minorities in 
his country have been asked to wear distinctive' 
patches on their clothing. 

He insisted that Afghanistan'S Hindu minority 
would only be asked to carry identification 
cards, to protectHindus from Afghanistan's reli-
gious police. . 

But diplomats representing dictatorships have 
been known to lie, before. The world will still 
have to see clear evidence of that alleged milder 
approach to "identifying" Afghan minorities. If 
the Taliban government has, in fact, done that, it 

. will still be discriminatory, but will represent a 
significant backing down from the earlier edict, 
as reported by world media. 

It will also be the first sign in years that a gov
ernment stone deaf to international criticism of 
its reign of terror until now is finally beginning 
to listen, however faintly. And that will further 
underscore the impmtance of continuing such 
criticism. 
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Israelis remain resilient in face of Palestinian terrorism 
Jerusalem cafes teem with life, religious stroll to Western Wall for Shavuot service 

Some time ago 
my wife and I 
had registered 

for a middle-of-the 
night Shavuot tour of 
Jerusalem ending up 
at the Western Wall. 

ISRAEL UPDATE 
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But we had last
minute doubts about 
whether we should go, 
because just before-

hand, there had been 
two car bombs in the 
very area we were to 

, traverse. Only when 
we verified the fact 
that our group would 
be accompanied by an 
armed guard did we 
finally get into our car 
and drive to 
Jerusalem. 

As it turns out, the 
experience was exhil
arating. The stone 
houses in the old 
Jerusalem neighbor
hoods that we visited 
have a magic about 
them even during the 
daytime, and in the 
night, this is even 
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A crowd at the Western Wall for Yom Yerushalayim several years ago. 
Ultra-Orthodox Jews flocked there on Shavuot late last month for 
morning prayers. IPPA photo. 

more pronounced. and beer at 2:00 a.m. 
Our guide's stories A little later, near the 
about the people who Russian Compound, 
lived there over 100 she pointed to the spot 
years ago were also where the second 
fascinating. Yet the dynamite-packed 
thing that really vehicle had been 
astounded us was the parked. This, too, was 
normality of life that near a district noted 
evening. for its many eating 

When we were at places and bars, and it 
the edge of Nahlat likewise didn't lack 
Shiva, an area thick for patrons. 
with cafes and tourists Our next stop was 
(in normal times), our the ultra-Orthodox 
guide calmly enclave of Meah 
informed us that the She'arim, the resi-
square next to us had dents of which cer-
been hit by a mortar tainly wouldn't have 
shell that was set off been in a bar on 
when one of the two Shavuot or any other 
cars exploded. And time for that matter. 
yet those few cafes But they were out on 
still open on Shavuot the streets. in their 
were crowded with thousands, dressed in 
people drinking coffee their holiday finery, 

the men in fur hats 
and the women In 

cloth or straw ones. 
All of the men and 
some of the women 
were carrying prayer 
books, as observant 
Jews devote the night 
of Shavuot to study 
and prayer - usually in 
groups. 

That particular sec
tion of our tour was 
tricky, perhaps even 
slightly dangerous. 
This is because the 
residents of Meah 
She'arim are sick and 
tired of being treated 
by visiting outsiders 
as exhibits in a kind of 
anthropological zoo. 
So those who live in 
the neighborhood tend 
to be hostile to 
strangers, particularly 

if they come in groups 
composed of both 
men and women. 

But the risk, if there 
was any, was worth 
taking, for all along 
the way we were 
engulfed by thousands 
of ultra-Orthodox 
men, women and chil
dren hurrying to the 
Western Wall for 
morning prayers. This 
stream of humanity 
continued through the 
winding and some
times dangerous lanes 
of the Old City before 
coming to its destina
tion .. 

When my wife and I 
reached the elevated 
area overlooking the 
wall, the sight we saw 
was nothing less than 
breathtaking. In front 
of us was a veritable 
sea of humanity, some 
of whom were praying 
and others chatting, 
but all clearly joyful. 

The two of· us 
returned to our hotel 
at 5:30 a.m. with 
aching legs, but other
wise no worse for the 
wear. And. we had 
learned that' most' of 
our fellow. Israel,is, 
hysterical media 
reports notwithstand

. ing, are 'extraordinari-
ly resilient. 

The writer lives in 
Rehovot, Israel. 
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Comment/ letters 

'We were naive, blind, betrayed'
Israeli leftists 

In the Arab media 
Supplied by the Embassy of Israel, Ottawa 

PALESTINIANS 
The leadership denounced the suicide-bomber 

teITorist attack in Tel Aviv against the group of 
teenage schoolchildren, and Arafat announced 
at a joint news conference with the visiting 
German foreign minister (FM) that he is ready 
for an "immediate, unconditional, real and 
effective cease-fire." (Voice of Pal. Radio, 
2.6). He made the statement in Arabic. 

'Arabs have disappointed us' 

I f peace with our neighbors and mutual trust 
. and friendly relations are the desiderata in 

this area, the daily news repOlts certainly pro
vide no hopeful encouragement. 

But Arafat's hard and uncompromising line 
has had an effect which he certainly could not 

INSIDE ISRAEL have expected. A large

CARL ALPERT 

scale wave of disillu
sionment has swept 
those very elements in 
the Israeli public which 
had previously been 
most outspoken in their 
willingness to make 
generous compromIses. 

Some are still hesitant and questioning in their 
doubts, almost unwilling to believe the obvious 
truths. Thus, Amos Oz, perhaps the outstanding 
spokesman for the intellectual left: "I have 
remained unshaken about the necessity and even 
the urgency of ending the conflict, and I think it 
can be done. What is somewhat shaken within 
me is the assumption that Mr. Arafat and his col
leagues are as eager as we are to reach any solu
tion at all." 

Others are not as hesitant. Palestinian policies 
and teITorism and flagrantly false reports to the 
press have unleashed a swarm of reactions from 
among those who had been the backbone of 
movements like Peace Now. "We have been dis
appointed and betrayed - we were naive, blind -
we have awakened from our illusions ... " 

More outspoken are the liberal intellectuals 
and faculty members at the University of Haifa, 
which had been a hotbed of pro-Arab agitation. 

Interviewed by a reporter from the local Haifa 
weekly, Kolbo, they did not hesitate to be identi
fied by name, and made it clear that they were 
"sobering up". The sense of frustration with 
Arafat's policy of extremism led some to give 
voice to expressions of even greater counter 
extremism: The only solution must be transfer of 
Israel's Arabs out of the country. Or, as one bit
ter liberal put it, "If things are so bad for them 
here, let them go collect Bituach Leumi 
(National Insurance) from Arafat." 

"We have not been transformed into rightists," 
said others. "It is the Arabs who have disap
pointed us ... For years we fostered closer rela
tions with our Arab neighbors, only to discover 
now that we were blind ... We are for peace with 
the Arabs, but it is becoming clear that they are 
not interested in a mutual peace, but the ultimate 
elimination of the State of Israel," they told 
reporter Rami Rosen. 

"My first awakening came when Arafat reject
ed the very generous offer made by Barak ... 
Then the open uprising by Israel's Arabs last 
October, revealed their true feelings toward 
Israel." 

The University of Haifa has 2300 Arab stu
dents, constituting about 18 per cent of the total 
student enrollment, a figure identical with the 
Arab percentage in the country's popUlation. 
Arab faculty members are in about the same pro
portion. The Arab students had frequently con
ducted pro-Palestinian rallies on campus; they 
had been recipients of liberal scholarships; had 
been afforded' generous accommodations in the 
dormitories. For years, leftist members of the 
academic staff had made common cause with the 
Arabs, and participated in their demonstrations, 
under the slogan, "Put an End to the Conquest". 
But when the anti-Israel campaigns began to be 

University of Haifa, a longtime hotbed of pro
Arab agitation: Liberal intellectuals and fac
ulty members admit that they are "sobering 
up" about Arab intentions. WZPS photo. 

colored with allegations that the Arabs were dis
criminated against at the university, the patience 
of their friends and supporters in academia broke 
down. 

The views of their erstwhile supporters drew a 
scornful response from the Palestine national
ists: "We always knew these leftists, so-called 
friends of ours, were hypocritical. They are 
worse than the right. They are racists in spirit." 
That was really pouring saIt on the wounds. 

As Arafat's extremism continues, as suicide 
bombers introduce teITor into the streets of 
Israel, and innocent civilians are shot on the 
roads, the result is a hardening of Israeli public 
opinion. Israel's so-called peace movement now 
has little support, though a handful of leaders 
continue to make statements and seek headlines. 
Their line is often welcomed and featured by 
media unfriendly to Israel, but the movement is 
in effect isolated from reality. 

The writer lives in Haifa, Israel. 

At the same time, opposition groups 
declared that the intifada would continue. The 
leadership qualified the cease-fire assurance by 
saying it would depend on accepting the 
Mitchell Report and the Egyptian-Jordanian 
proposals and an end to Israeli policy of attacks. 
Arafat said the purpose was "to return to the 
negotiating table and carry out the Mitchell 
Report recommendations. 

EGYPT 
The FM denounced (2.6) the Palestinian ter

rorist attack in Tel Aviv in soft, wavering tones 
against any attack in "Palestine or Jerusalem." 
He blamed Israel altogether as the source of the 
violence and for causing more casualties 
among the Palestinians than there were among 
Israelis. (Cairo Radio, 2.6). 

.JORl>AN 
The FM (2.6) denounced the terrorist attack in 

Tel Aviv and expressed regret at the casualties. 
He called for restraining and refraining from 
reactions which could inflame the crisis. He was 
very worried about the escalation in the region 
and said there was no substitute for political 
means to get out of the crisis, cspecially refer
ring to the Egyptian-Jordanian proposals and the 
Mitchell Report recommendations. (Jordan 
news agency, 2.6). The King spoke by phone 
with the Egyptian president and discussed the 
situation. 

SYRIA 
The information line t'effected in the official 

media said (2.6) the terrorist attack in Tel Aviv 
was a reaction to "barbaric Israeli aggression" 
against the Palestinian people. It saw the attack 
as a turning point, emphasizing to "those in 
Israel still not convinced" that the war would 
not be conducted on Palestinian lands but with
in Israel. 

HIZBULLAH 
The deputy leader, Qassem, said (2.6) the 

Palestinian suicide attacks in Isracl were "won
derful, superlative and mighty", undermining 
Israeli security. He said that despite Israel's 
arsenal and military capability, she cannot defeat 
the spirit of fighting in Allah's name, "with 
which we are fighting her." (Radio Nur, 2.6). 

KUWAIT 
The FM reacted to the Palestinian ten'orist 

strike (2.6) by saying it was "a struggle, and a 
struggle is legitimate." 

Grade Shabbat a beautiful experience 
On Saturday, May 26, Isaw something beauti- to expand this project. If these grade Shabbats 

ful. I saw Grade 9 students from Joseph are not part of the formal curriculum, as they 
Wolinsky Collegiate (JWC) conducting a were when I attended JWC, I call on the leaders 
Saturday morning service. I saw students read-"",,9.f our Jewish school system to make grade 
ing Torah; I saw them leading prayers; I saw Shabb~ts part of the education of every student 
them reading passages; I saw them giving Dvar .at JWC~On Saturday I saw something beautiful. 
Torahs. And I saw the ones who were not in the As an alumnus of JWC and the Jewish educa-
service as members of the congregation singing tional system of Winnipeg,i believe it's the" 
loudly, alongside their parents. I saw what makes .. mandate of the BJE to make such beautiful 
our Jewish school system sp~cial. If grade things happen again, and again, and again for the 
Shabbats are already part of the curriculum, I benefit of these students, and ourcommunity~.) 
encourage the Board of Jewish Education (BJE) ADAM BRONSTONEjWlnnipig 


